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best windows look alike linux distributions for beginners - when a long time windows user plans to switch to linux he
she generally wants a linux like windows 7 or a linux like windows xp this is understandable as switching to linux from
windows could be overwhelming if one gets a familiar interface it becomes a bit easier to navigate, the complete guide to
creating symbolic links aka - windows 10 8 7 and vista all support symbolic links also known as symlinks that point to a
file or folder on your system you can create them using the command prompt or a third party tool called link shell extension,
the ultimate windows 7 and ubuntu linux dual boot guide - the ultimate windows 7 and ubuntu linux dual boot guide with
screenshots and easy to follow steps, how to install and use the linux bash shell on windows 10 - what you need to
know about windows 10 s bash shell related everything you can do with windows 10 s new bash shell this isn t a virtual
machine a container or linux software compiled for windows like cygwin instead windows 10 offers a full windows subsystem
intended for linux for running linux software, how to get started with linux a beginner s guide pcworld - the world of linux
is ready to welcome you with a shower of free open source software you can use on any pc hundreds of active linux
distributions and dozens of different desktop environments, what is linux linux com the source for linux information linux it s been around since the mid 90s and has since reached a user base that spans industries and continents for those in
the know you understand that linux is actually everywhere, linux unix for dos users yolinux com - unix for dos users the
following table shows a comparison between dos command com and ms windows nt cmd exe shell commands and the
equivalent linux unix or bash shell commands, linux on uefi a quick installation guide rodsbooks com - for several years
a new firmware technology has been lurking in the wings unknown to most ordinary users known as the extensible firmware
interface efi or more recently as the unified efi uefi which is essentially efi 2 x this technology has begun replacing the older
basic input output system bios firmware with which most experienced computer users are at least somewhat familiar, linux
newbie guide shortcuts and commands - linux shortcuts and commands linux newbie administrator guide by stan and
peter klimas this is a practical selection of the commands we use most often, how to share files between linux and
windows network world - in spite of the huge differences between linux and windows sharing files between the systems is
surprisingly easy here s a look at two very different ways to make this happen, how to use windows 10 guide for
beginners power users - in this article you ll find 100 windows 10 tips and tutorials split into eight categories and designed
to coach you from beginner to pro, chapter 1 ways to integrate active directory and linux - in most environments the
active directory domain is the central hub for user information which means that there needs to be some way for linux
systems to access that user information for authentication requests, what you need to know to get started with linux linux was born in 1991 as a free and open source alternative to unix according to opensource com its creator was linus
torvalds and due to a file structure that held the distribution code in a directory called linux the name stuck the server admin
had simply appended the first letter of linus name to the word unix in an attempt to easily identify where the code was stored
, using samba to share files between linux and windows - your home network might have a few windows machines on
the ground floor a mac in an upstairs bedroom a pocketpc on a nightstand and a linux box or two in the basement all
networked with a generic router for all the devices in this familiar family setup or even a scenario with thousands of users
the samba suite is an ideal solution for file and print sharing, how to install ubuntu linux on windows 10 lifewire - learn
how to download and install ubuntu linux on windows 10 in such a way that it won t harm windows using this method ubuntu
linux will only run when you tell it to and it doesn t require any special partitioning of your disks, installing git on linux mac
os x and windows github - installing git on linux mac os x and windows github gist instantly share code notes and snippets
, winusb linux rescue or windows bootable usb without - create windows 10 bootable usb quickly and easily welcome to
winusb windows bootable usb can be completely irreplaceable in many cases for example if you bought a computer without
an operating system on board and you need to install it or if your girlfriend wants you to reinstall windows to her small laptop
that doesn t have a dvd rom to insert the windows installation, scp from linux to windows stack overflow - i am running a
putty client on a windows machine to connect successfully to a linux box now i want to be able to copy a file from the linux
machine under the path home ubuntu myfile to c users anshul desktop on my local computer the user at the windows
machine is anshul i am giving the following command on putty but it is not working, troubleshooting the windows
susbystem for linux - provides detailed information about common errors and issues people run into while running linux on
the windows susbystem for linux, linux user account and permissions microsoft docs - user accounts and permissions
for windows subsystem for linux 09 11 2017 3 minutes to read contributors in this article creating your linux user is the first

step in setting up a new linux distribution on wsl, winehq run windows applications on linux bsd solaris - what is wine
wine originally an acronym for wine is not an emulator is a compatibility layer capable of running windows applications on
several posix compliant operating systems such as linux macos bsd, beginner s guide for linux start learning linux in
minutes - welcome to this exclusive edition beginner s guide for linux by tecmint this course module is specially designed
and compiled for those beginners who want to make their way into linux learning process and do the best in today s it
organizations this courseware is created as per, asus just gave you 1 million reasons to switch from - in the long
tradition of scary codenames for such attacks kaspersky has labeled the attack shadowhammer the company says that
according to its statistics more than 57 000 users of kaspersky, how to install linux mint on your windows pc zdnet video linux mint is a breeze here s out top tips i think linux mint isn t just a great desktop it s a great replacement for
windows with windows security problems such as wannacry people are, how to install linux on windows 10 using bash
shell - linux on windows 10 become a reality for users of microsoft s os in 2016 the arrival of bash shell allowed developers
access to various linux binaries on windows without switching or virtualizing a linux environment, how to install linux
distros properly on windows 10 - the right way how to install linux distros properly on windows 10 are you getting errors
installing linux distros on windows 10 in this guide we ll tell you exactly what you need to do to fix, help manual install linux
lite - installation guide to install linux lite you will need to download the iso file then create either a bootable dvd or usb stick
from the iso to create a bootable dvd you need to burn the iso as an image to the dvd, 6 best linux distributions for
beginners in 2019 it s foss - brief in this article we will see the best linux distro for beginners this will help new linux users
to pick their first distribution let s face it linux can pose an overwhelming complexity to new users but then it s not linux itself
that brings this complexity rather it s the, openoffice org starting instructions - quick start guide windows in a multiple
user environment if you have multiple users set up on your machine then each user who wishes to use openoffice org 1 x
will need to install separately, 51 useful lesser known commands for linux users tecmint - as well as extremely powerful
at the same time we brought to you five articles on lesser known linux commands consisting of 50 lesser known linux
command this article aims at concatenating all those five articles as one and lets you know what is where in brief, xchat
multiplatform chat program - xchat is an irc chat program for both linux and windows it allows you to join multiple irc
channels chat rooms at the same time talk publicly private one on one conversations etc, automating running command
on linux from windows using - putty usually comes with the plink utility this is essentially the ssh command line command
implemented as a windows exe it pretty well documented in the putty manual under using the command line tool plink, 1
introduction beginner s guide to opensuse leap 15 0 - opensuse leap is a pc operating system based on gnu and linux it
s a free open source and gratis alternative to e g microsoft windows with many advantages opensuse leap is suitable for
laptops desktops netbooks servers and multimedia center pcs at home or in small offices, wifi usb adapter drivers osx
mac linux and windows - after purchasing a wireless dual band adapter from amazon and trying to use it on my mac i ran
into the issue of having no cd drive to get the drivers onto my 2015 macbook pro thankfully the seller was quick to respond
and provide a digital file with the relevant drivers linux driver continue reading wifi usb adapter drivers osx mac linux and
windows, how to dual boot kali linux and windows 7 8 on a pc with - editor for a more recent version of this article using
the latest edition of kali linux and windows 10 see dual boot kali linux rolling 2016 2 windows 10 on a pc with uefi firmware
the last dual boot tutorial on kali linux i wrote was back in march 2013 see dual boot windows 7 and kali linux and that was
on a computer with legacy bios that means it s not a very useful guide if you, free linux operating systems freebyte your
guide to - free linux operating systems alinux linux distribution geared towards office multimedia use blag based on fedora
cooperative linux colinux enables one to run linux inside microsoft windows, how to remote control linux from windows
makeuseof - if this isn t easy or convenient there is another method which is almost as simple in your browser window
connect to your router this is usually an address like 192 168 0 1 or 192 168 0 100 you ll find out by looking at the router
itself or the documentation that came with it once signed into the router look for a link called connected devices or similar
and use this to, windows software rtlsdr org wiki - when you plug your rtl device in for the first time windows may request
a driver or automatically install a driver from microsoft this is ok as it will be replaced in the next few steps using zadig
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